United-Atom Acyl Chains for CHARMM Phospholipids
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In all-atom simulations of lipid membranes, explicit hydrogen atoms contained in the hydrocarbon region are described by a large number of degrees of freedom, although they convey only limited physical information. We propose an implicit-hydrogen model for saturated and monounsaturated acyl chains, aimed at complementing the all-atom CHARMM27 model for phospholipid headgroups. Torsional potentials and nonbonded parameters were fitted to reproduce experimental data and free energy surfaces of all-atom model systems. Comparative simulations of fluid-phase POPC bilayers were performed using the all-hydrogen force field and the present model. The hybrid model accelerates a typical bilayer simulation by about 50% while sacrificing a minimal amount of detail with respect to the fully atomistic description. In addition, the united-atom description is energetically compatible with all-atom CHARMM models, making it suitable for simulations of complex membrane systems.

Introduction

Atomistic simulations of lipid membranes now belong to the toolbox of computational biologists and biophysicists.1 Because such simulations are widespread, it is tempting to view them as a dependable, black-box procedure, forgetting how challenging the field still is and how imperfect the current models and methods are. In a now-common type of application, simulations of membrane proteins,2 the description of the lipid component sometimes bears direct relevance to the biological problem: the literature contains numerous reports on the sensitivity of membrane proteins to their lipid environment.3–6 Great care should therefore be taken both when choosing the force field used to model such a heterogeneous system and when setting up the starting structure.7

The outstanding issues in membrane simulations are at least two-fold: the limits of the available models and the computational cost of long simulations of large systems required to sample the equilibrium structure and dynamics of bilayers. The first point can, to a large extent, be ascribed to our limited knowledge of the microscopic structure of lipid assemblies, particularly in biologically relevant mixtures and heterogeneous phases. One major obstacle faced by computational researchers when trying to create or refine empirical lipid force fields is the scarcity of experimental data suitable for direct comparison and calibration of the model.8 The progress that has been accomplished recently is, to a significant extent, due to tighter coupling of experiments and simulation, the former providing accurate spectroscopic data that the latter helps translate into well-resolved microscopic properties.9–11 Yet, reliable characterization of the models themselves also depends on the time scales readily accessible to simulations. In this respect, computational efficiency is also a major requirement of current and future improvements to models and methods for lipid simulations. Coarse-grained lipid models12,13 offer simulations access to effective time scales that are otherwise beyond reach.14–16 Yet, the lack of detail in such models makes the use of atomistic models still desirable in many cases, one of them being parametrization of the coarse-grained force fields themselves.12,17 Moreover, current hardware and software allow for simulations that sample major membrane rearrangements in atomistic detail,18–20 often using GROMOS-based force fields, which resort to an implicit description of nonpolar hydrogens.

Over the past 15 years, many phospholipid models have been published, most of them united-atom approaches such as GROMOS87,21,22 AMBER,23,24 GROMOS/Berger,25 Smondyrev and Berkowitz,26 GROMOS/Chiu et al.,27,28 and GROMOS96 45A3,29,30 the major all-atom models being successive versions of CHARMM.31–33 It was also shown recently34 that the generalized AMBER force field35 can be used to accurately simulate a phospholipid bilayer. Most present-day atomistic simulations of lipids use either the GROMOS/Berger or CHARMM27 model.8 Whereas the former offers a cost-effective description of the hydrocarbon phase, the latter offers compatibility with a more precise model for proteins36 and nucleic acids,37 as well as increased flexibility with regard to use of various headgroups and parametrization of new compounds. Tieleman et al.38 recently showed how these benefits could be combined by integrating united-atom lipids (adapted from GROMOS/Berger) and all-atom proteins described by OPL-SAA.39 Membrane simulations using a similar CHARMM-based model were reported by Treptow and Tarek,40,41 but the parameters were not published.

The present contribution pursues similar objectives, within the consistent framework of CHARMM27 (C27). We describe a model deriving from C27 phospholipids, from which explicit hydrogen atoms of only the acyl chains are removed and replaced by a united-atom representation. The resulting hybrid lipid model (CHARMM27 united-atom or C27-UA) has a much reduced number of degrees of freedom but essentially retains...
the accuracy of the original model, including the detailed description of the headgroups. The C27-UA model is intended for use in simulations of complex systems, including proteins and other compounds as described by C27. Parameters were derived by fitting to experimental data when available (i.e., for Lennard-Jones potentials) and to all-atom simulations of liquid-phase model systems otherwise. Particular care was taken to reproduce torsional free energy surfaces of the recently revised all-atom force field C27r.33 The structure of a 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) bilayer simulated using C27-UA was compared quantitatively to that of an all-atom bilayer, as well as experimental data from NMR spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction. Compatibility of the united-atom hydrocarbon with all-atom compounds was tested by computing free energy profiles for the transfer of small molecules across a water–alkane interface.

Methods

Description of the Hybrid Model. C27-UA leaves the C27 headgroup intact, as well as the glycerol and ester moieties. Although only results for a phosphatidylcholine lipid are described below, the present parametrization is independent of the nature of the headgroup and can therefore be used for any type of phospholipid. In the acyl chains, each methylene and methyl group (and double-bonded CH groups in unsaturated chains) is represented by one pseudoatom. In accordance with the corresponding groups in C27, the first methylene group of each acyl chain bears a partial charge of +0.1, whereas the remaining CH₂ pseudoatoms are neutral. The nonbonded potential energy functional for the acyl chains is a 6–12 Lennard-Jones potential, with bonded atoms being excluded up to the third neighbor (i.e., no 1,4 interactions). As usual in the CHARMM force field, torsional potentials are defined as cosine series. They account for 1,4 interactions in an effective manner, in the spirit of Ryckaert and Bellemans,42 although our fitted parameters differ from the ones published by those authors. Other bonded terms (bonds and angles) are taken directly from C27r.

Parameter Fitting. Several existing sets of nonbonded parameters for hydrocarbons, listed in Table 1, were tested. Following Chiu et al.,27 we sought to reproduce the experimental molar volumes and enthalpies of vaporization43 of alkanes of different lengths, namely, pentane and pentadecane. The parameter sets tested were OPLS,44 the parameters of Berger et al.,25 and two different sets proposed by Chiu et al.27,28 During that initial phase, torsional potentials were taken from OPLS.44 After refinement of the torsional potentials as described below, the molar volume and enthalpy of vaporization of pentadecane were computed again to ensure consistency of the bonded and nonbonded parameters. All simulations of liquid model systems used the program NAMD.45

Torsional terms were calibrated according to the revised CHARMM27 (C27r) all-atom force field.33 C27r contains updated torsional parameters based on high-level ab initio calculations and aims at improving the description of the alkyl region of lipid bilayers. It is based on CHARMM2732 by Feller and MacKerell, which derived from CHARMM2231,46 with improved Lennard-Jones and torsional potentials. Torsional parameters for the united-atom region were obtained by fitting torsional potentials of mean force (PMF) obtained from angle distributions in model compounds simulated in the pure liquid state. Differences, ∆A, between the PMF values were fitted with an order-6 cosine series

$$\Delta A(q) = \sum_{k=1}^{6} A_k \cos(kq - \delta_k) + \text{constant}$$

where $\delta_k$ was chosen to be 0° for odd $k$ and 180° for even $k$. That choice is consistent with the convention that the resulting CHARMM-style torsional potential

$$V(q) = \sum_{k=1}^{6} V_k[1 + \cos(kq - \delta_k)]$$

is zero for $q = 180°$. Fit parameters $A_k$ were added as corrections to $V_k$, yielding the next set of parameters. Iterating these simulation and parameter correction steps ensured that the torsional free energy surface of the united-atom model converged toward that of the all-atom model.

The model compounds were pentadecane for saturated hydrocarbon chains, cis-5-decene for monounsaturated chains, and methyl hexanoate for the ester region. Bulk liquid simulations were run in the NPT ensemble (pressure of 1 bar and temperatures of 312 K for pentadecane and 310 K for both 5-decene and methyl hexanoate) using the program NAMD.45 The systems comprised 128 molecules for pentadecane and 5-decene and 256 molecules in the case of methyl hexanoate. Lennard-Jones potentials were evaluated within a cutoff of 12 Å, with a smooth switching function above 10 Å. A time step of 2 fs was used, and all bonds involving hydrogen atoms were constrained to their equilibrium lengths. Each set of parameters was sampled for 1 ns. The CHŒ–CHŒ–CHŒ–CHŒ parameter describing rotation around the carbon–carbon bond adjacent to a cis double bond required special attention. Because of a significantly hindered rotation around that bond, values of the angle below 40° are very rarely sampled in liquid 5-decene, making that region of the histogram ill-defined. That problem was alleviated by performing extensive sampling for an isolated decene molecule, for the all-atom model as well as successive iterations of the UA model. The NAMD implementation47 of the adaptive biasing force method 48,49 was used to enhance sampling of the torsional angle and directly yield a potential of mean force at 310 K. The adaptive bias was applied directly to the C–C–C–C torsional angle, without other restraints or constraints. One-nanosecond trajectories were sufficient to reach convergence for such low-dimensionality systems. The gas-phase profile was used to complement the liquid-phase data so that the UA effective potential could be tuned to reproduce the shape and height of the barrier. This method proved valid, as the free energy profiles for the liquid and gas phases were found to be similar.

POPC Bilayer Simulations. See Table 2 for a summary of bilayer simulations. Fully hydrated POPC bilayers in the liquid-crystal phase $L_{α}$ were simulated using the program NAMD.45 The surface area, temperature, and normal pressure were kept constant (NPT_AT ensemble). The temperature of 303 K and normal pressure of 1 bar were enforced using Langevin dynamics (decay time of 5 ps) and the Nosé–Hoover Langevin

| TABLE 1: Lennard-Jones Parameters Tested for the Present Model, in CHARMM Format |
| CH1E | CH2E | CH3E |
| $R_{min}/\AA$ | $\epsilon$ | $R_{min}/\AA$ | $\epsilon$ | $R_{min}/\AA$ | $\epsilon$ |
| OPLS | 2.133 | −0.115 | 2.192 | −0.118 | 2.192 | −0.175 |
| Berger | 2.222 | −0.0908 | 2.222 | −0.1362 |
| Chiu 1999 | 2.2449 | 1.9699 | −0.1362 |
| Chiu 2003 | 2.2225 | −0.1052 | 2.2730 | −0.1004 | 2.1046 | −0.1960 |

$^a$ $R_{min}/\AA$ is in angstroms; $\epsilon$ is in kcal/mol.
piston method as implemented in NAMD, with an oscillator period of 5 ps and a decay time of 2.5 ps. All simulations were carried on under periodic boundary conditions; one periodic box contained 128 POPC molecules, either all-atom or united-atom, and 31 TIP3P water molecules per lipid. Long-range electrostatics were calculated with the particle-mesh Ewald scheme using an order-4 interpolation and a grid spacing smaller than 1 Å. Lennard-Jones pair potentials were evaluated within a cutoff distance of 12 Å, with a smooth switching function above 10 Å. A multiple-time-step scheme was used, with a base time step of 2 fs and an extended time step of 4 fs for longer-range forces. All bonds involving hydrogen atoms were constrained to their equilibrium length by SHAKE/RATTLE. An additional round of all-atom simulations was performed using a larger bilayer containing 512 lipid molecules and 31 waters per lipid (see below), under otherwise identical simulation conditions. Simulations AA64′ and UA68 were run with unconstrained carbon—hydrogen bonds; in these two runs, the base time step was reduced to 0.5 fs, keeping extended timesteps of 2 and 4 fs for short- and long-range nonbonded terms, respectively.

Although surface area per headgroup is one of the most useful structural characteristics of lipid systems, the determination of this quantity from experimental data is far from straightforward. Simple models can be used to provide estimates from NMR-measured carbon—deuterium order parameters or from X-ray and neutron scattering length density profiles. A more detailed approach is to perform simulations at different values of the area. Pre-equilibrated liquid-crystal phase bilayer patch available from the Web site of Dr. Peter Tieleman (http://moose.bio.ucalgary.ca).

### Results and Discussion

**Force-Field Parameters.** Parameterizing Lennard-Jones terms is usually a delicate step. In the case of united-atom alkanes, the balance between methylene and methyl pseudoatoms poses a problem. The underdetermination can be artificially lifted by imposing relationships between the radii of these groups, but this is not compatible with a correct chain-length dependence of liquid alkane properties. Indeed, reproducing this dependence requires the counterintuitive choice of a radius for methyl smaller than that of methylene (see Table 1). Four sets of parameters were tested, and the second set of Chiu et al. was found to give good agreement with the target data. The density of liquid pentane was underestimated by 0.9%, and that of pentadecane was overestimated by a mere 0.1%. The enthalpies of vaporization of pentane and pentadecane were both slightly underestimated, by 0.26 and 0.22 kcal/mol, respectively. Consequently, these Lennard-Jones potentials, listed in the last row of Table 1, were used in the development of the remaining parameters and in the final model.
conformers are shown in Figure 1 (bottom), for both empirical and ab initio calculations. The correlation between adjacent torsional angles is not trivially reproduced by all-atom empirical models.\(^\text{33}\) It is all the less likely to be accurately described by a united-atom model, wherein there are no hydrogen–hydrogen nonbonded interactions and the interactions arising between methylene pseudoatoms are too weak to significantly influence conformational energies. It should also be noted that long-chain alkanes were the main target of the present parametrization. In the case of C27-UA, energy penalties due to gauche bonds are essentially additive, except for the particular case of the tg+g–t conformer, in which the steric clash between methylene groups is effectively described by 1.5 nonbonded interactions. Most noticeable is the absence, in the united-atom model, of a “positive pentane effect,” whereby introducing a second gauche bond adjacent to an existing one incurs a reduced energetic penalty, hence stabilizing the tg+g–t conformer over tg+tg+ and tg+tg+. Although the description of heptane conformations is not comparable to that of C27r, it reasonably captures the energetics of low-energy conformers, given its low degree of detail. A larger deviation is observed for the tg+g–t form, which is not expected to be significantly populated at room temperature.

The heptane example suggests that the main discrepancy between C27r and C27-UA alkanes arises from the lack of positive coupling between adjacent gauche bonds. The procedure used to derive torsional potentials is intended to compensate that effect and yield a correct average gauche propensity in condensed-phase long-chain alkanes.

**Bilayer Structure.** The efficiency gain resulting from the united-atom model was estimated from benchmark times for POPC bilayer simulations. The all-atom representation of the fully hydrated 128-lipid bilayer contains 29041 atoms, whereas the united-atom system has 20849 atoms. Using 32 processors of an Intel Xeon cluster with Myrinet networking yielded 3.47 ns of trajectory per day for C27r and 5.23 ns per day for C27-UA, representing a 51% increase in simulation speed. Except the force field itself, all simulation parameters were identical.

It is known that CHARMM phospholipid bilayers do not reproduce the experimental area per headgroup when simulated under vanishing surface tension, but rather should be simulated under positive surface tension or in a constant-area ensemble.\(^\text{55}\) This is mostly dictated by properties of the headgroups, as shown, for example, by the lack of significant changes brought in this respect by the C27r set of parameters for the acyl chains.\(^\text{33}\) C27-UA is therefore expected to retain that behavior from C27r, which is confirmed by the surface tension measured in our constant-area simulations. Whereas the C27r simulations at 64 and 68 Å\(^2\) per lipid give respective surface tensions of 25 and 34 mN/m, C27-UA exhibits comparable values of 20 and 32 mN/m. Interestingly, this issue seems not to be limited to the CHARMM force field: it was recently reported\(^\text{34}\) that POPC

---

### Table 3: Torsional Parameters for the Ester Region and for Saturated and Monounsaturated Hydrocarbon Chains\(^\text{a,b}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>torsional angle</th>
<th>V(_1)</th>
<th>V(_2)</th>
<th>V(_3)</th>
<th>V(_4)</th>
<th>V(_5)</th>
<th>V(_6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CH(_2)E CH(_2)E CL OSL</td>
<td>0.4773</td>
<td>0.1436</td>
<td>0.3774</td>
<td>0.0737</td>
<td>0.0353</td>
<td>−0.0256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL CH(_2)E CH(_2)E CH(_2)E</td>
<td>−0.5567</td>
<td>0.0434</td>
<td>2.1105</td>
<td>0.0677</td>
<td>0.0270</td>
<td>−0.0835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH(_2)E CH(_2)E CH(_2)E CH(_2)E</td>
<td>0.9984</td>
<td>−0.5617</td>
<td>1.6031</td>
<td>−0.0811</td>
<td>0.1259</td>
<td>−0.0698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH(_2)E CH(_2)E CH(_3)E</td>
<td>1.0331</td>
<td>−0.6376</td>
<td>1.6736</td>
<td>−0.0738</td>
<td>0.1997</td>
<td>−0.0766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH(_2)E CH(_2)E CH(_1)E</td>
<td>0.5395</td>
<td>−0.3210</td>
<td>2.1088</td>
<td>0.1340</td>
<td>−0.0396</td>
<td>−0.0578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH(_2)E CH(_2)E CH(_1)E CH(_1)E</td>
<td>−1.0753</td>
<td>−0.1187</td>
<td>−0.7115</td>
<td>0.0597</td>
<td>−0.0828</td>
<td>0.0338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH(_2)E CH(_1)E CH(_1)E CH(_2)E</td>
<td>14.0000</td>
<td>5.8031</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\) V\(_1\) is in units of kcal/mol. \(^{b}\) \(\delta_0\) is 0° for odd \(k\) and 180° for even \(k\), except for rotation around the double bond (last line), for which \(\delta_1 = \delta_2 = 180°\).

---

**Figure 1.** Top: Comparison of torsional potentials for alkanes. Black, OPLS;\(^\text{44}\) red, Ryckaert and Bellemans;\(^\text{42}\) blue, C27-UA (see CH\(_2\)E-CH\(_2\)E-CH\(_2\)E-CH\(_2\)E in Table 3). Bottom: Gas-phase energies of selected conformers of heptane with respect to that of the all-trans conformation, according to different models. Black, approximated CCSD(T);\(^\text{63}\) green, CHARMM27;\(^\text{32}\) red, C27-UA. Conformers are labeled according to the four C–C–C–C torsions, with letters t for trans and g for gauche, with the sign of the torsional angle.

Because of the small number of degrees of freedom in the united-atom model, torsional parameters and liquid-phase torsional distributions are tightly coupled, leading to fast convergence of the iterative fitting procedures, after at most five iterations. In all cases, the resulting distributions closely matched the targets computed from C27r models. Table 3 contains the final values of the parameters. For consistency, order-6 truncated Fourier series were used for torsions around all single bonds, although some high-order coefficients are rather small in the converged set. The top panel of Figure 1 provides a comparison of the fitted potential for inner bonds of saturated chains with previous united-atom force fields, as well as the potential energy surface of the central bond of heptane. The latter was obtained by Klauda et al.\(^\text{33}\) at a post-Hartree–Fock level. The fitted united-atom potential can be seen to match the ab initio surface closely.

**Gas-Phase Conformational Properties.** Although not of direct relevance to lipid simulations, the conformational properties of heptane were used as a means of precise comparison to existing force fields. Relative gas-phase energies of several
diffraction (solid lines).

Comparisons of electron density profiles from simulations using C27r (solid lines) and C27-UA (dashed lines) at areas per lipid of (top) 64 Å² and (middle) 68 Å². Bottom: Comparison of electron density profiles from simulations using C27r at two different surface areas per lipid (dotted lines, 64 Å²; dashed lines, 68 Å²) with profiles obtained from the H2 model fitted to form factors obtained by X-ray diffraction (solid lines).

Figure 2. Comparisons of electron density profiles from simulations using C27r (solid lines) and C27-UA (dashed lines) at areas per lipid of (top) 64 Å² and (middle) 68 Å². Bottom: Comparison of electron density profiles from simulations using C27r at two different surface areas per lipid (dotted lines, 64 Å²; dashed lines, 68 Å²) with profiles obtained from the H2 model fitted to form factors obtained by X-ray diffraction (solid lines).

bilayers simulations using the generalized AMBER force field combined with RESP charges require a total applied surface tension of 60 mN/m to reproduce the experimental membrane area.

Because the bilayer surface area is not known very precisely, both systems were run under two sets of boundary conditions, with respective areas per lipid of 64 and 68 Å². All-atom simulations of the 128-lipid system exhibited an unexpected behavior, marked by instabilities. This was most noticeable from the long-term evolution of order parameter profiles around the double bond in sn-2. A clear equilibrium behavior was obtained by running larger, 512-lipid periodic bilayer patches.

Figure 2 depicts electron density profiles along the bilayer normal for components of the system. Note that density profiles computed from simulations were not symmetrized. C27r and C27-UA densities were found to agree closely. A small difference can be noticed for the carbon groups, whose distribution is slightly narrower and closer to the bilayer center in the united-atom simulation than in the all-atom one. There is a displacement in average vertical position of less than 0.3 Å (less than 1.5% relative change), and the change in width of 0.2–0.3 Å (less than 10%) is mostly due to increased undulations in the larger all-atom periodic cells. The lower panel in Figure 2 features densities fitted to X-ray diffraction data obtained by Kučerka et al. using the H2 model. Agreement with the united-atom bilayer structure is satisfactory. Data obtained at a smaller area provide a better fit inside the bilayer, but not as good in the outer part of the headgroup region. This suggests that both 64 and 68 Å² are within the range of reasonable estimates of the actual area per lipid. It is interesting to note here that Kučerka et al. reported an area estimate of 68.3 ± 1.5 Å², immediately adding that they found the value surprisingly large and discussing possible limitations of the method by which it was obtained. In addition, electron density profiles do not constitute raw experimental results, but are calculated by fitting structural models to experimental form factors. In this process, the total electron density is well-determined, but successful fitting of different models to the same form factors shows that sensitivity of the simulated data to the model might not always be sufficient to fully resolve some features of the bilayer. This point is consistent with the fact that agreement of the total electron densities is significantly better than that of the bilayer components that make up the H2 model.

Carbon–deuterium order parameters are one of the best-resolved quantities that can be measured from liquid-crystal-state lipid systems. NMR measurements are compared with values from all-atom and united-atom simulations in Figure 3. Again, C27r and C27-UA behave similarly, although two differences can be noted. First, the sn-1 chain of the C27-UA bilayer is slightly more fluid than in the C27r bilayer. More intriguingly, order parameters around the double bond in the sn-2 chain show some deviation, the drop in order occurring later and being deeper in the united-atom system. An almost perfect agreement with experimental data is obtained from the united-atom simulation at 64 Å²/lipid. The only discrepancy appears in the first carbons of the sn-1 chain, a problem common to all systems studied here. The relative deviation of sn-2 order parameters in the all-atom, C27r systems could be an issue. Because the UA model seems unaffected and the SHAKE algorithm has been reported to affect the lateral pressure profile of bilayers, the possibility of SHAKE affecting the acyl chain structure of POPC was investigated. Simulations AA64° and AA68° were run for 50 ns with unconstrained carbon–hydrogen bonds. The resulting order parameter profiles, however, were not significantly different from constrained simulations (data not shown), ruling out SHAKE as a source of this discrepancy. This question warrants further investigation, although that falls outside the scope of the present work. As suggested by the electron density profiles, analysis of acyl chain order shows that 64–68 Å² is a reasonable range for the area per lipid of this system and is seemingly as precise as can be determined using the currently available experimental data and computational models.

For NMR experiments from which SCD values were derived, Seelig and Seelig used selectively deuterated lipids for various positions along the chains. Huster et al. in contrast, used perdeuterated acyl chains and attribute splittings by assuming a monotonic decrease in order parameter along the chain, following Lafleur et al. This approach, however, lacks a strong empirical or theoretical backing. Lafleur et al. cited POPC data by Seelig and Seelig as an example, although it can be seen from Figure 3 that, in this case, the decrease is not strictly monotonic: indeed, the first few methylene groups exhibit slightly lower ordering. This is a fragile basis for any general conclusion, and the method seems to be employed essentially for lack of a better source of information for assignment. In the future, comparison to simulations might provide the necessary information for attributing SCD order parameters, although this attribution will only be trustworthy provided that lipid force fields are first refined and tested against training sets of accurate, reliably assigned quadrupolar splittings from NMR spectroscopy. Another possibly significant issue with data obtained from perdeuterated samples lies in the influence of isotope effects on bilayer structure.
Gauche fractions are plotted in Figure 4 for all carbon–carbon bonds in the acyl chains. Good agreement, in particular along the sn-2 chain, indicates that the C27-UA torsional parameters effectively mimic the particular conformational properties of the monounsaturated hydrocarbon. Only the first three bonds, next to the ester region, show imperfect agreement. This result indicates that properties of the model system, liquid methylhexanoate, only partially transfer to the environment experienced by a phospholipid in a bilayer. A correction to these torsional potentials could be calculated from bilayer data, but in addition to sampling difficulties, that approach entails a risk of overfitting. Our methodology aims at generating a generally valid model rather than matching one particular system with extreme precision.

Figure 3. Experimental and simulated carbon–deuterium order parameter profiles. Simulations used the C27r (black) and C27-UA (red) models at areas per lipid of 64 (top) and 68 Å² (bottom). Averaging was performed over 20 ns of MD trajectory. Experimental values from Seelig et al.59 (blue) and Huster et al.60 (green).

Figure 4. Gauche fractions of torsional angles along the acyl chains of POPC for C27r (circles) and C27-UA (squares) at 64 Å² (top) and 68 Å² (bottom).
Interaction with All-Atom Models. The practical usefulness of a united-atom lipid model that reproduces the essential properties of all-atom bilayers depends on whether the interactions with membrane-embedded compounds, notably membrane proteins, are satisfactorily described. Partitioning of small molecules into the bilayer is also an issue of broad biological and pharmacological interest. The work recently published by Tieleman et al.38 is a bolder endeavor than this one, as they tested the association of united-atom lipid and all-atom protein models directly taken from two altogether different force fields, namely, GROMOS and OPLS-AA. Our approach, leaving the headgroup model fully intact and modifying only the hydrocarbon region, makes closely matching standard, all-atom CHARMM simulations an easier objective. One possible source of incompatibility lies in the energetics of interactions between the hydrocarbon tails and various molecules, which determine the thermodynamics of membrane partitioning. Such interactions of all-atom compounds with the united-atom hydrocarbons were investigated in the following way: free energy profiles for transfer across a water–dodecane interface were estimated using either C27r or C27-UA for the alkane phase, for small molecules of varying hydrophobicity, namely, ethane, methanol, and water.

The resulting free energy profiles are shown in Figure 5. All three compounds show close agreement between profiles for the AA and UA models. Only in the case of methanol is there a discernible difference in the net transfer free energy, and that difference (0.4 kcal/mol) remains smaller than the thermal energy k_BT. It should be noted that the depth of the interfacial minimum (1.2 kcal/mol) is preserved. The profile for ethane changes only in that the interfacial minimum disappears, but the depth of that minimum was about 0.2 kcal/mol, hardly significant at room temperature. Last, the free energy for transferring a water molecule between the aqueous and alkane phases shows no noticeable difference between the two alkane models. From these results, it is expected that the thermodynamics of inclusion of all-atom compounds into the membrane will be unaffected by switching to the united-atom representation of the lipid tails. In particular, the hydrophobicity of the hydrocarbon core should be preserved in a quantitative manner.

Conclusion

We describe an empirical model, C27-UA, that complements CHARMM phospholipid headgroups with an implicit-hydrogen description of the hydrocarbon chains, either saturated or containing one cis double bond. The united-atom hydrocarbon model was developed as a coarse-graining of C27r alkanes and alkenes, by effectively reproducing all-atom torsional free energy surfaces. Because parametrization was based only on simple, nonlipid model compounds, a significant degree of transferability is expected, in particular with respect to lipid headgroup and acyl chain length and saturation. C27-UA can therefore be used directly for any type of phospholipid for which C27 parameters are available, except those containing trans or polyunsaturated chains. Considerable performance improvement can be obtained, while preserving the structure of bilayers and retaining full compatibility with the all-atom CHARMM force field, making this model a useful compromise for many applications for which an explicit description of alkane hydrogens is not specifically required.

The structure of a C27-UA POPC bilayer was found to be similar to that of the equivalent all-atom system and in good agreement with known experimental observables such as electron density profiles and carbon–deuterium order parameters. Minimal deviation of the conformational preferences of united-atom chains with respect to the all-atom model are unavoidable given the simplicity and generality of the implicit-hydrogen potential. Comparison with experimental data suggests that such deviation remains within the accuracy of the force field as a whole. The energetics of interaction of small molecules in their all-atom description with united-atom or all-atom alkanes are virtually identical, suggesting that C27-UA is suitable for simulations of complex membranes involving interaction of lipids with nonlipid compounds, the latter being described by the standard, fully atomistic CHARMM force field.
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